
The Turkey Trot 2015  

            

Now every DEE down in Dee-ville liked Christmas a lot.... particularly the 

Turkey Trot... 

Thank you all for coming and swelling the Turkey Trot numbers to over 100! 

 

Planners Comments (Iain Bell) 

The aim was to get you thinking and I hope the courses did that.  The theme was 

based around the Grinch’s change of heart at Christmas time. 

I would like to thank Pete for being a willing conspirator in the planning of the 

event; Will for serenely managing the SI; The Hateleys for the excellent catering (the 

tomato soup was excellent); for Darren and Norman for helping to collect controls; 

Barry for assistance with the permissions; kit man Chris; Robin for printing the 

maps; Duncan & Mike for advice; and for all the willing on-the-day helpers who 

gave out maps, helped man the finish, provided moral support etc. 



 

Results:  

I have decided not to deduct any points for lateness nor penalise the incorrect 

spelling of the course names, as its Christmas and it didn’t materially alter the 

results or top placings.  Some competitors revisited controls to spell their word 

correctly and these have been allowed. 

There were a number of other issues arising that perhaps need some additional 

comment.  I do hope none of these affected your enjoyment. 

 

Delayed start.  The excitement was building when I arrived a tad later than 

planned. I had put out most of the controls the night before and been up since 

6.30am, but grippling the controls took a shade longer on the day.  I should have 

given the self service registration list to someone else to manage beforehand.  This 

was intended to check everyone off the hill before coming back.  It created a bit of a 

queue and didn’t work, but the process did get everyone ‘registered’ and enabled 

the dishing out of dibbers in an orderly manner.  As it was the main mass start was 

only delayed 10 minutes and the junior mass start actually went off 1 minute early!   

The main (deliberate) ambiguities were: 

 Non-scoring controls: A number of competitors 26 (24.7%) punched other 

non-counting controls.  No penalty was levied for not listening/reading the 

rules correctly.  The controls were there to confuse and I did not give them 

points because I wanted all the courses to be comparable in order to have an 

overall winner.   

 Multiple Cindylous: Special mention goes to Dan Weaver who managed to 

complete CINDYLOU in order twice with different Cs & Is.  This is not 

apparent from the results as published because it does not show the same 

controls visited twice.   He gained no extra bonus but neither was he 

penalised for being late. 

Well that’s it, except to say congratulation to our Turkey Trot winner Holly Cross. 

Happy New Year 

The Grinch Iain 



Catering Comments (The Hateleys) 

As a dyed in the wool planner / controller I was well out of my comfort zone 

organising the catering side of thing ... whose bright idea was it to put an anosmic 

in charge of food?!  So I leant very heavily on the Weaverham High School Semi-

Outdoor Catering Crew (Maggie and Kelly Wilson) and the Harris’s for advice, stove 

and buying up the whole of Tesco’s fancy soup stocks.  Thanks, also to the 

Beasants and Smithards for additional stoves.  Finally, Duncan has very helpfully 

created a list of Turkey Trot catering needs for the next budding Deeside 

Masterchef. 

Controller Comments (Pete Owens) 

To follow 

Mapper Comments (Iain Bell) 

I didn’t hear any grumblings about the map.  The map needed significant updating.  

The area has some great views and is becoming more usable and some pockets of 

plantation are actually quiet runnable (really), however other parts are best avoided 

for a few more years.  Nettlefold Wood is the best bit and could be the base for a 

good night/SEE accessible from the east (there is a car park at the end of Forest 

Gate Lane). 

 


